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Data Teams Unite!

Data and AI are converging. The success of Apache Spark™ has accelerated the evolution of data 
teams to include data analytics, science, engineering and AI. Data + AI Summit Europe (formerly Spark 
+ AI Summit) brings together thousands of data teams to learn from practitioners, leaders, innovators 
and the original creators of Spark, Delta Lake, MLflow and Koalas.



Summit by the Numbers

DATA PEOPLE

2K+ Data Engineers
2K+ Data Scientists
2K+ Business/Ops
2K+ BI/Analytics
1K+ Architects
1K+ Machine Learning
Application Dev

          SESSIONS

125+ Breakouts

15 Keynotes

15+ Training Courses

REGISTRANTS

17K+

COUNTRIES

151



Week at a Glance 
GMT

DAY 1
Wednesday, 18 November

8:30 – 10:30 Keynotes
11 – 12 Sessions
11:30 - 12 Q&A with Malcolm Gladwell
12- 1  Women in UDA Panel
12:30 -1  General  AMA
1 - 2  Keynotes
3-6  Sessions
4 – 5:30 DJ, Spark 3.0 Meetup, Dev 
Hub + Expo

7 – 10:30 Offsite Party

DAY 2
Thursday, 19 November

8:30 – 10:30 Keynotes
11 – 12 Sessions
1-4 Sessions
4-5 Closing Keynotes
5-6 DJ, MLflow and Lakehouse 
Meetup, Dev Hub + Expo

TRAINING DAY 
Tuesday, 17 November

8 – 12 Half Day Training
9 – 5 Full Day Training
1-5 Half Day Training
5:30 - 7  University Alliance 
Meetup/Dev Hub + Expo

Platform Open Until 
Friday, 4 December

Content available on demand
Conference Survey

Online Agenda
Access to platform and agenda 
builder will be November 12





Prepare for the Virtual Environment
1. Our virtual platform is optimized for desktop viewing. Although it will still work with mobile 

devices, it is recommended to use a desktop computer if you can

2. Make sure to use Google Chrome or Firefox as your browser for the best experience

3. Use of VPNs can cause delays or technical difficulties, specifically for those facilitating 
sessions. It is highly recommended that you disconnect your VPN to optimize your experience.

4. If you signed up for pre-conference training, make sure that you have Zoom

5. Enable your microphone and camera, when you login to take advantage of our fully interactive 
conference

6. Get Excited!



Content Delivered in a 
Variety of Ways



Breakout Sessions
● Over 120 breakout sessions with 9 

tracks covering a wide variety of topics 
in data and AI.

● Session rooms are meant to keep you 
engaged with the ability to chat with 
other attendees,  ask questions, 
provide feedback, and download 
relevant material

Keynotes
● 4 general sessions featuring industry 

thought leaders like Ali Ghodsi, Matei 
Zaharia and Reynold Xin.

● Luminary keynotes from Malcolm 
Gladwell, Mae Jemison, Dr. Kira 
Radinsky, Jeremy Singer-Vine and 
many others.

Pre-Conference Training
● Instructor-led, live training will offer an 

engaging and interactive way to learn. 

● Utilizing Zoom and our platform to 
offer an optimal learning experience, 
with direct access to TAs and other 
students.



OnDemand Library
Missed a session? Not to worry, sessions will be available on 
demand immediately after their scheduled time. This does not 
include pre-conference training.

Live Engagement
There will be a series of live engagement opportunities  at the Dev Hub + 
Expo and overall agenda. Interact live at the Databricks booth, sponsor 
booths and Hallway Chatter networking rooms. Be sure to check out the 
agenda for all of the live engagement events



We have a variety of special 
events that includes 3 Meetups, a 
Women in Unified Data Analytics 
panel discussion, networking 
Hallway Chatter rooms  and more. 

Filter out the agenda to see the 
special event schedule.

Networking questions that are part 
of your onboarding process will help 
our platform recommend 
like-minded people to connect with, 
as well as suggest sessions to 
attend. 

Networking

Check out the agenda for engaging 
conversation with industry leaders 
and experts. Show up early as they 
are first come, first serve. 

Wednesday, 18 November:
● 11:30 AM: Live Q&A with Malcolm 

Gladwell
● 12:30  PM: Lakehouse AMA
● 2:20 PM: Delta/Photon AMA: VIP 

Only

Thursday, 19 November:
● 2:00 PM: Live Q&A with Chris 

Anderson
● 2:30 PM: MLflow AMA: VIP Only

Ask Me Anything (AMA) SessionsSpecial Event



Navigating the 
Platform



Dashboard
1. Your personalized dashboard 

that houses everything you 
need to know about the 
conference. 

2. The left navigation panel will 
help you explore all aspects of 
the conference. 

3. Make sure to look out for 
notifications and your inbox, so 
you don’t miss any updates. 



Build Your Profile!
Upon logging in, you will be able to build your profile, manage all of your settings, 
answer networking questions, and plug information that you would like public. You can 
go back to change your settings at any time. 



Anatomy of a Breakout Session

Use the right panel to chat live with fellow 
attendees, ask  questions for live Q&A, or take 
the session poll. 

Look below the video for information regarding 
the session, speaker bios, downloadable 
assests, or to offer feedback following the 
session. 



Dev Hub + 
Expo

Visit our Dev Hub and 
Expo where you can 
find the Databricks 
booth, sponsor booths 
and Hallway Chatter 
networking rooms.



Databricks Booth

Be sure to visit the Databricks booth 
during Data + AI Summit. Our team will 
answer any questions you have.
We’ll also have Office hours in French, 
German, Spanish and English.

You’ll also be able to watch demos on:
- Delta Lake
- MLflow
- Apache Spark
- Koalas
- Cybersecurity 
- Intro to Databricks
- and more!

Don’t miss our Memory Card Game and 
try to be on the leaderboard to win a 
$100 gift card!! 



Networking &
Activities



Suggested for Me
Questions upon onboarding and your 
activity within the platform will help 
populate recommended data people to 
connect with, as well as sessions of 
interest. 



Summit Quest
Complete challenges to earn points. 

The top 50 attendees on the Leaderboard will 
receive a  swag pack. The top 3 will also receive 
a gift card. 

Earn points by: 

● Checking  into a Live or OnDemand Session
● Visiting sponsor booths 
● Filling out a survey following a session
● Filling out the conference survey
● Submitting your business card to the 

Datbabricks Booth



Don’t Forget the Fun!
Evening 

Events & 
Body 

Breaks



Get Social!



Daily Social Media Posts

Attendees are encouraged to participate in our “DataTeams social media 
posts!

November 17 - 19 November 17 November 18 November 19

We’re excited to 
welcome so many data 
teams to this year’s 
summit. What are your 
teams most looking 
forward to seeing this 
week? Share your 
thoughts and be sure 
to use #DataAISummit 
and #DataTeams!

How has AI improved 
your life? We want to 
hear about the positive 
impacts AI technology 
has had. Be sure to use 
#DataAISummit and 
#DataTeams!

With attendees joining 
us from all over the 
world, we want to see 
how you’re viewing 
these sessions! Show 
us your remote viewing 
station, and be sure to 
use #DataAISummit and 
#DataTeams!

As this year’s summit 
comes to a close, we 
want to hear your 
thoughts! Who would 
you like to see take the 
stage at next year’s 
summit? Let us know, 
and be sure to use 
#DataAISummit and 
#DataTeams!



Questions?
Documentation
FAQ
Event Policy

Contact us
Registration
Organizers 


